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ABSTRACT
A significant part of the flow at the turbine blade walls can be laminar which influences
the heat transfer and separation. Thus, the assumption of fully turbulent flow is not well
suited for turbine applications. The present study aims at validating the Menter-Langtry
transition model for unsteady flows. The configuration supporting this study is the CT3
turbine stage (TATEF2 project), experimentally tested at the van Karman Institute. To
carry out unsteady simulations without simulating the full annulus configuration, a slid-
ing interface technique is used, this latter handling no-match connectivities and relative
motion between rotor and stator, and based on a reduced blade count leading to a contrac-
tion or a dilatation of the rotor-stator interface (the blade geometry is not modified). Thus,
the model validation is completed by a comparison of this method with a steady-state sim-
ulation applying the mixing plane approach, classically used in turbine design. Moreover,
as the elsA software enables the use of structured and unstructured meshes in the same
computational domain, this validation is performed on both mesh types and some numer-
ical guidelines are given to a relevant comparison between structured and unstructured
meshes. The comparison to experimental data highlights a good agreement and validates
the model to predict the time-averaged performances. For this configuration, only the un-
steady simulations with a transition model are able to capture both isentropic Mach and
Nusselt numbers over rotor and stator walls. Other simulations (steady one with or with-
out transition model, unsteady one with a full turbulent flow assumption) fail at matching
measurements. The mesh type and numerical approach effects are also reported.
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NOMENCLATURE
BFL Blade Passing Frequency
FT Fully turbulent results
Hi Shape factor: Hi =

δ1
θ

HPT High-Pressure Turbine
Mis Isentropic Mach number
ML Menter-Langtry results
Nu Nusselt number
RoeV Roe scheme with Venkatakrishnan limiter
S Structured mesh
SST Shear Stress Transport (turbulence model of Menter)
TKE Turbulent Kinetic Energy
U Unstructured mesh
Vx Axial velocity component
|W | Magnitude of relative velocity
δ1 Displacement thickness of boundary layer
θ Momentum thickness of boundary layer

INTRODUCTION
In order to reduce weight of turbofan engines, manufacturers aim at increasing stage load-

ing of compressors and turbines. This can be achieved by using trans- or supersonic stages.
Consequently, the flow topology is more complex than within a subsonic one. As mentioned
by Sandberg and Michelassi [2022], sub- and supersonic stages, in opposition to isolated air-
foils, are characterized by strong interactions between adjacent blades, allowing the significant
deviation achieved in turbines, and between neighboring rows such as potential effects due to
the small inter-row distance, incoming wakes influencing the flow inlet angle of downstream
row. Moreover, the turbulence contained in wakes impacts the boundary layer evolution over
blades of downstream rows. In supersonic configurations, the evolution of the pressure gradient
is responsible for the generation of shock within the blade passage or at trailing edge. This
leads to additional interactions: wake-shock, vortex-shock, causing higher losses. These fea-
tures are commonly encountered in High-Pressure Turbine (HPT) where shocks are generated
at the trailing edges of turbine vanes [Sieverding and Manna, 2020] and are responsible for huge
fluctuations of stagnation pressure over the rotor, up to 40% [Dénos et al., 2000].

Thus, the life-cycle prediction of HPT depends on the prediction of the flow around blades,
especially on the boundary layer development, in the framework of row interactions. Laminar-
ity is important in HPT design for several reasons. Firstly, the heat transfer from the flow to
the turbine blade depends strongly on the laminar-turbulent nature of the boundary layer. This
quantity cannot be predicted accurately with an assumption of full-turbulent boundary layer.
Secondly, turbine blades are high cambered and the flow is likely to separate. Boundary layer
separation is also strongly dependent on the laminar-turbulent nature of the flow. Thirdly, in the
inter-blade channels, the flow is accelerated and the flow may shift from a turbulent to a lam-
inar state (relaminarization) with the associated impacts on the heat transfer and performance.
For these reasons, the modeling of the laminar-turbulent transition in turbine design receives a
growing attention. Consequently, many studies concentrated on HPT vane, such as the LS89
airfoil, experimentally tested at VKI [Arts and Lambert de Rouvroit, 1992] at different oper-
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ating conditions and freestream turbulence intensities. By-pass transition [Garai et al., 2017,
Cação Ferreira et al., 2019], shock-induced transition [Dupuy et al., 2020] can occur in this
configuration.

Under unsteady conditions, encountered in stage configuration due to rotor-stator interac-
tion, the transition mechanism can be strongly modified. When the wake generated by the pre-
vious blade impinges the airfoil, thanks to the boundary layer receptivity, the transition can be
by-passed and the transition onset moves upstream. After the wake passage, the boundary layer
is not strictly laminar but perturbations are observed within the boundary layer. The shape fac-
tor Hi, which is the ratio between displacement thickness and momentum thickness, decreases
– and is below 2.59 – and the boundary layer is more able to overcome a strong adverse pressure
gradient than a laminar one. Once the wakes are far from the airfoil and the perturbations are
damped, the initial transition process can be newly observed up to the next wake passage. Simi-
larly, shocks incoming from blades of the previous row impinge periodically blades, causing an
unsteady shock-boundary layer interaction influencing the laminar-turbulent transition process.

In order to better understand the flow physics within a HPT, several laboratories work on a
turbine stage. Guenette et al. [1989] investigated heat transfer of a transonic turbine stage and
proved similarity of flow at midspan, with 2-D cascade with passing bars. Gaetani et al. [2006]
studied the rotor-stator interaction of a turbine stage through five-hole probe and a temperature
gauge, highlighting the evolution of the flow across the stage, the modification of secondary
flows. The work of Paniagua et al. [2008] focused on unsteady interaction between vane shocks
and rotor blades. The shock impingement is responsible for a small separation over the rotor
blade, close to the leading edge, which periodically moves. The present work is based on the
computations performed in Paniagua et al. [2008] with elsA software. The transition model of
Arnal et al. [1984] was applied on the stator blade, only. However, this model is dedicated to
natural transition (freestream turbulence intensity lower than 1%) in which the transition onset is
due to the instability of Tollmien-Schlichting waves. Conversely, HPT is characterized by high
freestream turbulence, by by-pass or shock-induced transition. Thus, the present study aims at
improving the flow prediction by using a more adapted transition model. On CFD side, other
authors investigate the unsteady flow in turbine stage using transition model, as the Laminar
Kinetic Energy model [Pacciani et al., 2012], or not [Tallman et al., 2009, Pinelli et al., 2021].
Nonetheless, the unsteady transition is mainly predicted using high-fidelity methods such as
Large Eddy Simulation [Papadogiannis et al., 2016, Leggett et al., 2022].

As earlier mentioned, the present work is based on CFD computations performed by Pa-
niagua et al. [2008] and focuses on the evaluation of the Menter-Langtry [Menter et al., 2006,
Langtry and Menter, 2009] transition model on a turbine stage with unsteady simulations tech-
niques and on both structured and unstructured grids. Firstly, the turbine stage is presented,
followed by the turbulence and transition modelings used as well as the numerical setup. Then,
the validation of the model is carried out step by step, from steady to unsteady simulations,
from structured to unstructured meshes.

STAGE-CONFIGURATION CT3
Experimental facility
The present study focuses on the experimental turbine stage CT3 used in TATEF2 project

[Dénos et al., 2000, De la Loma et al., 2008, Paniagua et al., 2008]. This turbine stage is
representative of modern high-pressure turbine. The experimental setup includes measurements
on the blade walls for the pressure and the heat flux (see Fig. 1). Different aerodynamic loadings
(pressure ratios between outlet and inlet) have been tested during the experimental campaign.
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The highest aerodynamic loading (Pinlet/Poutlet = 5.12) has been selected for the present study.
The key parameters of the operating point are recalled in Table 1. It should be noticed that only
the ”High” condition is considered in this investigation. The freestream turbulence intensity at
the turbine inlet was measured by hot-wires and is equal to 5% at midspan, as mentioned in
Yasa et al. [2006]. In 3D case, close to endwalls, this value increases up to 25% or even 45%,
as the velocity magnitude is very low.

Rotating speed 6474 rpm
Reynolds number 1.1 ∗ 106
Outlet isentropic Mach number (plane 2) 1.249
Outlet isentropic Mach number (plane 3) 1.18
Blade wall temperature 288.5 K
Inlet stagnation pressure 1.65 bar
Inlet stagnation temperature 434 K
Inlet turbulence rate 5 %

Table 1: Operating conditions (”High” condition)

(a) Meridien view (b) Instrumented stator
blades

(c) Instrumented
rotor blade

Figure 1: Experimental set-up - CT3 turbine

The main geometrical features of the turbine stage are recalled in the Table 2.

Stator Rotor
Blade number 43 64

Axial chord [mm] 41.16 39.78
Axial chord/span 0.812 0.738
Hub-to-tip ratio 0.872 0.864

Stagger angle [deg] 54 32

Table 2: Geometrical features at mid-span

Numerical simulation setup
Figure 2 presents the mesh used for the 2.5D simulations, relative to the flow at midspan.

This mesh is based on the work of Paniagua et al. [2008]. Thus, there is no grid dependence
study in the present work. It should be noticed that upper and lower boundaries of this 2.5D con-
figuration are based on information coming from the 3D one. The spanwise height represents
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a little less than 1% of massflow. Only one single blade channel is shown here.100 points are
used in the streamwise direction between the leading-edge and the trailing-edge for both blades.
In the inter-blade channels, 150 points and 160 points are used in the azimuthal direction for
the stator and the rotor respectively.

Figure 2: Mesh for 2.5D configuration

On the CT3 configuration, steady and unsteady RANS simulations were performed. To
reduce the CPU cost of the simulation, RANS simulations are performed on a computational
domain comprising only one blade passage per row while URANS simulations are based on a
computational domain reduced to two stator channels and three rotor channels, allowing the use
of the technique developed by Fourmaux [1994] for the unsteady simulation. This technique,
also called Profile Transformation Approach (PTA), is close to the blade count reduction ap-
proach but the reduction is only applied at the rotor-stator interface (i.e. at the same location of
the mixing plane). Thus, there is no rescale of geometry. With the present reduction, the az-
imuthal arc length is nearly the same between the two rows (16.74◦ vs 16.88◦). For the present
application, the assumption is acceptable. It must be kept in mind that this unsteady technique
modify the Blade Passing Frequency (BPF), especially if the rotor and stator blade numbers are
prime. The evaluation is made in Table 3. Differences are below 1% and therefore acceptable
for the intended flow physics to capture.

Computations were undertaken with the compressible Navier-Stokes solver elsA, software
developed by ONERA and co-owned by Safran and ONERA [Cambier et al., 2013], using
the Roe approximate Riemann solver [Roe, 1981] with a second order MUSCL reconstruction
smoothed by a Van Albada [van Albada et al., 1997] or a Venkatakrishnan limiter [Venkatakr-
ishnan, 1995], and a scalar LUSSOR implicit method [Yoon and Kwak, 1991].

The steady computations rely on a first order in time backward Euler scheme while the
URANS simulations are performed with a second order time scheme [Gear, 1971]. The number
of sub-iterations is variable (a minimum of 5 is always performed), a convergence threshold
at 0.01 is imposed at each timestep. Thus, this ensure a good accuracy of the transient flow
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Stator Rotor
Azimuthal extent [◦] 16.74 16.88
BPFreal [Ω] 64 43
BPFcurrent [Ω] 64.5 42.66
Ratio BPFcurrent/BPFreal 1.0078 0.9922
Number of timesteps per blade passage 644.96 426.64
Number of timesteps per revolution 27511.27

Table 3: Timesteps and Blade Passing Frequencies (BPF) in the unsteady simulation based on
the technique of Fourmaux [1994]

Figure 3: Mass flow time evolution

prediction. As indicated in Table 3, 27, 511 timesteps are performed per complete revolution,
namely around 430 for each rotor blade passage and 640 for each stator blade passage. For
each simulation, three complete revolutions are performed, as shown in Figure 3, the first one
being devoted to the transient part, and the last one to the time-average flow computation. The
temporal evolution of mass flow at four stations (stator inlet, stator outlet, rotor inlet and rotor
outlet) shows that the periodic convergence is reached after one revolution. Another revolution
is computed in order to check the temporal periodicity accuracy, and finally the third revolution
is used for the time-average computation and the post-processing. Periodic boundary conditions
are used for the azimuthal boundary for both the steady and unsteady simulation. At the inlet,
the subsonic boundary condition is used. Inlet stagnation pressure, temperature are imposed
as well as an axial flow direction. The turbulence kinetic energy is deduced from the inlet tur-
bulence rate. For the second turbulence variable ω, a laminar-turbulent viscosity ratio of 35 is
assumed (based on previous experiences with the simulation of the LS89-MUR241 [Benyahia,
2012]). The first transition variable ργ is set to 1 while the second ρReθ to 122. At the outlet,
the simplified radial equilibrium is imposed and based on the pressure ratio earlier defined. At
the blade walls, a no-slip isotherm boundary condition is used. The imposed wall temperature
is Tb = 288.5K. In this study, the wall is considered smooth i.e. without any roughness influ-
encing the boundary layer development. There is no information on the wall surface condition
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in experiments. The ∆y+ value is lower than 0.75, except close to the leading edge where
the maximum value is 1.5. As only 2.5D configurations are considered in the present study,
slip boundary conditions are used for the lower and upper radius borders, as these boundaries
represent streamlines in 3D configurations.

Turbulence and transition models
In the present study, the laminar-turbulent transition is modeled through the Menter-Langtry

model [Menter et al., 2006, Langtry and Menter, 2009], except that the correlations used are
those of Content and Houdeville [2010]. These correlations, called CH10, were built from two
experimental datasets (a flat plate and a ogive cylinder with various inlet turbulence rates and
pressure gradients). The Menter-Langtry model is composed of two transport equations: one for
the intermittency γ and one for the transition Reynolds number Reθ. The intermittency variable
γ denotes if the boundary layer is laminar (γ = 0), fully turbulent (γ = 1) or in a transient state
(0 < γ < 1). Outside the boundary layer, this value must be equal to 1.

This transition model is coupled with k−ω Menter SST model [Menter, 1994]. Accounting
for the transition model requires to modify some terms in the turbulence model, especially
production and destruction terms which are multiplied by the effective intermittency defined by
γeff = max (γ, γsep). More informations about this model implemented in elsA, are given in
Bouchard et al. [2021], Dufau et al. [2021].

RESULTS ON STRUCTURED GRIDS
Flow analysis
Figure 4 depicts the iso-contours of relative velocity magnitude |W | (left), axial velocity Vx

(middle) and turbulent kinetic energy TKE (right) at three different instants: t = nT , nT+T
4

and
nT + 3T

4
where T is the rotor period and, n the rotation number (2, in the present case). Those

variables highlight the features of the flow around blades, such as acceleration or deceleration,
separations, wakes, shock as well as interactions between them. Besides, the comparison be-
tween the three instants allow following the temporal evolution of identified features. It should
be noted that the inlet Mach number is 0.15. Thus, flow is strongly accelerated in the stator
passage due to the favorable pressure gradient and the convergent interblade channel. This be-
comes supersonic at the channel outlet, generating two oblique shock waves at the trailing edge.
Downstream, the flow remains mainly supersonic. The first shock, (a) on figure 4(b), impacts
the adjacent blade, creating a separation bubble responsible for the laminar-turbulent transition,
as shown later thanks to the Nusselt number distribution over blade walls. The second shock (b)
is oriented towards the rotor. With a steady-state simulation based on mixing plane approach,
the interaction between this shock and the rotor is not accounted for. On the contrary, this
stator-rotor interaction is responsible for the creation and disappearing of a small separation
bubble - in which the laminar-turbulent transition occurs - over the rotor suction side, close to
the leading edge, during a stator passage. According to the location of the rotor blade relative
to the second shock (b), the flow at the leading edge differs significantly. When the shock im-
pinges the rotor blade, (f) on figure 4(e), the boundary layer separates, causing the forming of
a separation bubble in which transition occurs. On the contrary, when the shock is far from the
blade, a separation bubble appears more downstream (g), close the axial position at 70 mm. For
some specific instant, the separation bubble is not observed at the maximum thickness of the
rotor blade (e). This can result from the interaction between the wake (c) and the second shock
of the adjacent stator blade, which are responsible for a very small bubble at the leading edge,
as shown by TKE contours.
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(a) |W | - t = nT (b) Vx - t = nT (c) TKE - t = nT

(d) |W | - t = nT + T
4 (e) Vx - t = nT + T

4 (f) TKE - t = nT + T
4

(g) |W | - t = nT + 3T
4 (h) Vx - t = nT + 3T

4 (i) TKE - t = nT + 3T
4

Figure 4: Contours of relative velocity magnitude |W | (left), axial velocity Vx (middle) and
turbulent kinetic energy TKE (right) at three different instants showing the flow complexity at
midspan

Because the relative velocity is very tangential downsteam the stator, the inlet relative Mach
number in the rotor domain is subsonic. The flow accelerates before the entrance of the inter-
blade channel because of the high camber of the suction side of the rotor, as shown by the
magnitude of relative velocity. A supersonic area is visible on the suction side of the rotor,
close to the leading-edge. The inter-blade passage between rotors forms a converging duct.
The same phenomenon arises in the rotor: the flow becomes supersonic at the outlet of the
channel, leading to the appearance of two shock waves at the rotor trailing edge, similarly to the
stator. On pressure side, the shock is oriented towards the adjacent blade. This shock is strongly
attenuated due to expansion. Nonetheless, the impact on suction side, close to three quarters
of chord, is responsible for a low velocity region. This feature depends also on the state of the
upstream boundary layer. For example, at t = nT + 3T

4
, the boundary layer over the middle
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rotor blade is not fully turbulent as the turbulent kinetic energy is quite small. Consequently,
the shock-boundary layer interaction results in a thickening of the boundary layer.

Thus, the flow complexity can be summarized by: (i) the laminar-turbulent transition is
induced by a shock over stator suction side and by an unsteady separation bubble resulting
from a shock - boundary layer interaction over the rotor suction side and (ii) a boundary layer
separation occurs in the vicinity of the rotor trailing edge, over the suction side. The prediction
of all these phenomena is strongly influenced by the flow modeling and the numerical setup.

Steady computations

(a) Mis - stator (b) Nu - stator

(c) Mis - rotor (d) Nu - rotor

Figure 5: Distribution of isentropic Mach (left, Mis) and Nusselt (right, Nu) numbers over
stator (top) and rotor (bottom) blades predicted by steady computation on structured grids with
fully turbulent assumption and transition modeling

Figure 5 shows the distribution of static pressure and heat flux in terms of isentropic Mach
and Nusselt numbers over the stator and the rotor blades, along with the curvilinear abscissa.
Negative and positive values of abscissa are relative to the pressure ((a) on the figure) and the
suction side (b), respectively. Numerical results are obtained by assuming the flow as fully
turbulent (FT) or by modeling the laminar-turbulent transition (ML) and only the structured
mesh is used in this subsection. The effect of transition model is quite small on the isentropic
Mach number distribution. Both simulations show a peak over the suction side of the stator
(c) which is the footprint of the impact of the shock wave generated by the trailing edge of
adjacent stator blade. Numerical data agree well with experiments, except downstream of the
shock (d). The separation bubble induced by the shock is not well predicted. Similarly, over the
rotor blade, the main discrepancy with the experiments are obtained downstream of the shock
generated at the rotor trailing edge (f), not by the stator trailing edge (e).
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The transition modeling is of primary importance in order to well predict the Nusselt num-
ber. With a fully turbulent flow (S-SST-FT), heat fluxes are over-predicted, all along the stator
blade, except over the suction side near the trailing edge as the laminar-turbulent transition has
occurred due to the shock impact (g). Over the rotor blade, both simulations clearly fail to pre-
dict the Nusselt number distribution. The main hypothesis is the lack of rotor-stator interaction
as the mixing plane acts as an azimuthal average and remove wake and interaction of the shock
wave generated at stator trailing edge with the rotor boundary layer. In the following, only
numerical results accounting for transition are considered.

Unsteady computations

(a) Mis - stator (b) Nu - stator

(c) Mis - rotor (d) Nu - rotor

Figure 6: Distribution of isentropic Mach (left, Mis) and Nusselt (right, Nu) numbers over stator
(top) and rotor (bottom) blades predicted by steady and unsteady computations on structured
grids with transition modeling

The isentropic Mach number and Nusselt number are plotted in Figure 6. On the stator
blade, the unsteady effects are only observed over the suction side and close to the trailing
edge. This is expected as the flow is chocked in the stator: the interaction with the rotor blade
leads to small fluctuations which do not cross the throat of the stator inter-blade channel. The
comparison between steady and time-averaged unsteady data shows that the static pressure
plateau downstream the boundary layer - shock interaction is strongly influenced by rotor-stator
interaction and a better prediction is obtained. Even if differences still remain on the rotor
blade, the agreement with experimental data is improved thanks to the unsteady simulation.
This means that the stator influences also the pressure distribution within separation over rotor
blade wall. On the pressure side, the agreement is better with unsteady simulation.

Concerning the heat flux and the predicted Nusselt number, the distribution is quite similar
over suction side between steady and unsteady simulations, except downstream of the shock
where the steady computation is oddly in better agreement with experiments. Over the rotor
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wall, the predicted is significantly better when stator-rotor interactions are taken into account
in the simulation. The Nusselt profile over the suction side is recovered with the unsteady
simulation.

Thus, at least for this test case, stator-rotor interaction and transition modeling must be
accounting for in order to well predict the Nusselt distribution over both stator and rotor walls.

RESULTS ON UNSTRUCTURED GRIDS
As the elsA software handles both structured and unstructured meshes, the transition model

was also implemented for unstructured grids. The present investigation focuses on the validation
of this implementation, not on the best practice in terms of creating an optimal unstructured
mesh (prism layer or not, thickness of this layer, aspect ratio for tetrahedrons, ...). Thus, it was
decided to use only hexahedrons in order to be fully comparable to structured mesh. However,
the numerical setup cannot be strictly identical between these two mesh topologies. Before
validating the transition model, the effect of numerical parameters must be investigated. In
the present study, the choice was made to keep the Roe scheme. Thus, the focus concerns the
MUSCL limiter.

Influence of numerical setup

(a) Stator - Structured mesh (b) Rotor - Structured mesh

(c) Stator - Unstructured mesh (d) Rotor - Unstructured mesh

Figure 7: Nusselt number distribution over stator (left) and rotor (right) blades predicted by
unsteady simulations accounting for laminar-turbulent transition, on structured (top) and un-
structured (bottom) meshes

As discrepancies appear mainly on the Nusselt number, the following analysis relies only on
this quantity. With the structured grid, the limiter linked to the Roe scheme, influences mainly
the Nusselt distribution, over the suction side, close to the trailing edge, i.e. downstream of the
shock. The limiter of Venkatakrishnan allows a better prediction of the heat flux rise. However,
the agreement with experimental data is quite similar. On the rotor, there is no significant effect
on the suction side while a better agreement is reached on the pressure side. In the present
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study, the unstructured mesh is a fully hexaedric one, comprising the same cell number. In other
words, the mesh is identical and only the way to describe the mesh differs. The comparison of
the Nusselt distribution over the suction side shows that the van Albada limiter behaves wrong
downstream of the shock, leading to a mis-prediction of the heat flux rise due to the laminar-
turbulent transition. Moreover, some oscillations are observed on the pressure side. On the rotor,
the discrepancies are much more smaller, leading to a similar agreement with experimental
data. As shown by the work by Jawahar and Kamath [2000], the limiter of Venkatakrishnan
is better than the one of van Albada, as this is a multidimensional limiter, which improves the
robustness and accuracy by yielding oscillation-free solutions and recovering the second order
of the numerical scheme. On the contrary, the van Albada limiter is not sufficiently effective
in removing oscillations at discontinuities with unstructured meshes. In elsA software, this has
been proved on several test cases during the PhD of Soismier [2016]. In the following, only the
Venkatakrishan limiter is used, for both structured and unstructured grids in order to validate
the implementation of the transition model for unstructured mesh.

Validation

(a) Mis - stator (b) Nu - stator

(c) Mis - rotor (d) Nu - rotor

Figure 8: Distribution of isentropic Mach (left, Mis) and Nusselt (right, Nu) numbers over
stator (top) and rotor (bottom) blades predicted by unsteady computations on structured and
unstructured grids with transition modeling and the Venkatakrishnan limiter

The isentropic Mach number and the Nusselt number distributions over stator and rotor
walls are plotted in Figure 8, for the two mesh types considered in this study. It should be
noticed that the post-processing is identical for both structured and unstructured meshes. The
isentropic Mach number curves are very close together as only a very small discrepancy is
observed downstream of the shock impact. Concerning the Nusselt number, the agreement
between numerical results is good over the stator wall as the main difference appears in the
downstream part of the suction side and reveals that the production of turbulence is not strictly
identical leading to a small mismatch in terms of heat flux. Over the rotor blade, the agreement
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is less satisfactory due to the difference in terms of upstream turbulence coming from the stator
and of turbulence production. Nonetheless, the agreement with experiments is still good. Thus,
the transition model of Menter-Langtry is validated for both grid types.

CONCLUSIONS
The present investigation is dedicated to the impact of rotor-stator interaction on laminar-

turbulent transition over turbine airfoils. The aim of this study is the validation of the Menter-
Langtry transition model implemented in the elsA software to predict the unsteady flow and
time-averaged performances of the CT3 stage configuration (TATEF2 project), on both struc-
tured and unstructured meshes. As a reminder this study aims at improving the flow modeling
used by Paniagua et al. [2008], to the Menter-Langtry model. However, this must be continued
by applying this model on the 3D mesh for a more rigourous validation.

The analysis of the time-averaged performances underlined that transition modeling and un-
steady modeling were both necessary to get consistent results with the measurements (isentropic
Mach number and Nusselt number distributions on the blade) for the CT3 turbine. Numerical
parameters can have a strong influence on CFD results, especially if their behavior differs from
structured to unstructured grids. In the present study, with the Roe scheme, the main parameter
is the limiter. On unstructured grid, the Venkatakrishnan limiter is used to recover consistent
results with structured grids, allowing the validation of the Menter-Langtry transition model.

Further works are driven by three objectives: validation of the model on 3D configuration
with unsteady effects, a better comprehension of physical mechanisms involved in transition
trigger (role of shock, of wake...) thanks to high fidelity simulations (e.g. wall-resolved large
eddy simulation).
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